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Rs. 370 cr. allotted for building border infra

Laying emphasis on building infrastructure along the Indo-Pak and Sino-India borders, the
government has sanctioned nearly Rs. 370 crore to the BSF and the ITBP for construction of
bunkers and special climate-controlled huts in forward areas, an official said on Wednesday.

A total of Rs. 369.84 crore has been sanctioned by the Home Ministry for construction of
infrastructure for Border Security Force (BSF) and Indo Tibetan Border Police (ITBP), the official
said.

The amount will be spent for construction of bunkers, fortifying border outposts of the BSF along
the Indo-Pak border, construction of climate-controlled huts, procurement of snow scooter for the
ITBP besides other necessary works of the two forces.

The BSF guards the 2,526.86-km-long Indo-Pak border, including 237.2 km of the Line of Control,
and 4096.7 km of the Indo-Bangladesh border.

The Indo-Pakistan border has been witnessing massive ceasefire violation from across the border
since the beginning of 2017.

ITBP guards the 3,488-km-long Sino-India border that runs through Jammu and Kashmir,
Himachal Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Sikkim and Arunachal Pradesh.

The force is specially trained to operate in high altitude mountainous terrain along the border.
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The WhatsApp conundrum

The recent violence in Uttar Pradesh’s Kasganj displayed, once again, the threat WhatsApp can
pose in such fragile times. After the death of a youth, Chandan Gupta, in the violence, rumours
were spread claiming the death of another person — Rahul Upadhyay. These rumours were
circulated on Twitter, Facebook and WhatsApp groups, among other social media platforms.
Some publications even carried the “news” of Upadhyay’s death, which added to the the
communal tension. Upadhyay later clarified to the media that the rumours of his death were
greatly exaggerated, and were being used by people spreading hate and paranoia on social
media.

The situation is distressing because there is no apparent solution or even a proper diagnosis of
the problem WhatsApp poses for law enforcement agencies, and society at large. The issue of
checking “fake news” and misinformation on WhatsApp has never become part of popular
discourse. Unlike Facebook or Google, the messaging service did not play a role in allegedly
“influencing” the US elections and is not as popular in the West. The challenge it poses, however,
is far more complex.

WhatsApp works in a way that is fundamentally different from Facebook and Twitter. In the latter, it
is comparatively easier to check fake news and prevent the spread of misinformation.

Posts on Facebook can be viewed by the friends of a user, whereas WhatsApp (the app is owned
by Facebook) messages are encrypted end-to-end — a feature that is great from the perspective
of privacy of users. Facebook newsfeeds are regulated by algorithms, which can be tweaked by
the social media platform. WhatsApp’s rationale for its security is a viable one: The encryption
helps messages, photos, videos, voice messages, documents, status updates etc from falling into
the wrong hands and can be controlled by users. There is no way to turn off the end-to-end
encryption.

I don’t think anyone would disagree with WhatsApp’s claims. And privacy, of course, is an
increasingly salient concern for many of us. But for those who care about what’s happening
beyond their private lives, the encryption presents a conundrum.

WhatsApp’s end-to-end encryption ensures only you and the person or group you’re
communicating with can read and see what is sent, and nobody in between — interestingly even
WhatsApp does not have access to the media and messages. When a message leaves a person’s
phone, it is assigned a cryptographic lock, and only the person receiving the message has the key
to this lock. These keys change with every single message that is sent.

In India, however, WhatsApp’s reach is what makes it dangerous at times. According to Satista, a
leading statistics company, the number of monthly active WhatsApp users in India in February
2017 was 200 million — exponentially greater from August 2013, when it was just 20 million. The
messaging application is being used more and more by rural and older populations, who are often
new to the internet and less tech-savvy. With the prices of smartphones and mobile data falling
rapidly, the number of WhatsApp users in the country will only grow.

The problem of fake news and misinformation being spread via WhatsApp is not exclusive to
India. It has become a trend across the globe. Media organisations and fact-checkers face a
problem every time they get a message on WhatsApp with something that is potential news. As
passionate journalists, we always get excited by information that can make a news story. The
problem with what we receive on WhatsApp is that often we cannot confirm the source of the
message. Many messages are shared on groups, where you you might not have the contact of the
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person who has shared the the message saved on your phone.

A colleague recently received a message which said that the recent stoning on a school bus
ferrying children was carried out by five Muslim men at a time when the anti-Padmaavat protests
were in full swing. The message on WhatsApp had named all the five “accused” and was spread
widely on WhatsApp and later on Facebook and Twitter. It was used to spread anti-Muslim
hysteria and several people shared that message to make political gains.

What can be done? The spread of fake news through WhasApp is something we might not be able
to control directly, and its encryption does protect the privacy of its users. This puts the
responsibility of stopping this spread of misinformation on citizens and the media. People need to
be told that messages on WhatsApp can be dangerous and false information can be spread by
people looking to create trouble.

Most users do not understand the intricacies of technology. For them, the message needs to be
repeated to drive the point home. Public figures and authorities need to stop sharing messages
they receive on WhatsApp and the messaging app should issue disclaimers stating that messages
can be false.
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75 militants gunned down in 2017

Solemn farewell:Policemen pay homage to their colleague Mushtaq Ahmad, who was killed in a
militant strike, in Srinagar.AP  

As many as 515 “cases of infiltration” from across the border in Jammu and Kashmir were
reported in 2017 which saw the killing of 75 militants, a jump of almost 130% over the 2015
figures, the Lok Sabha was informed on Tuesday.

As many as 454 cases were reported in 2016 when 45 militants were killed, while 223 cases were
reported in 2015 when 64 militants were gunned down, Union Minister of State for Home Kiren
Rijiju said while replying to a written question.

Mr. Rijiju said security forces had taken appropriate measures by strengthening overall security,
including operational grid with enhanced human intelligence and use of technical intelligence grid,
at the borders as well as in hinterlands to deal with such insurgency activities.

Union Minister of State for Home Hansraj Ahir informed the Lok Sabha that the Government had
approved the construction of 14,460 bunkers for the protection of people living along the
International Border and the Line of Control in Jammu and Kashmir.

“These include 1,431 large community bunkers and 13,029 individual bunkers in the districts of
Samba, Jammu, Kathua, Poonch and Rajouri. The project is being implemented by the Jammu
and Kashmir government,” Mr. Ahir told the Lok Sabha while replying to a written question.
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Modernisation of Police Force Scheme
Ministry of Home Affairs

Modernisation of Police Force Scheme

Posted On: 06 FEB 2018 4:41PM by PIB Delhi

‘Police’ and ‘Public Order’ are State subjects. However, the efforts of the States for equipping and
modernizing of their police forces has been supplemented under the scheme of Modernisation of
Police Forces (MPF). The Government of India has, on 27.09.2017, approved implementation of
umbrella scheme of “Modernisation of Police Forces (MPF)” for three years’ period from 2017-18
to 2019-20 with the total outlay of Rs. 25,061 crore which include central outlay of Rs. 18,636.30
crore. One of the sub-schemes under this umbrella scheme is “Assistance to States for
Modernisation of Police”, which is erstwhile scheme of Modernisation of Police Forces, with central
outlay of Rs. 7,380 crore for the 3 years’ period. 

This was stated by the Minister of State for Home Affairs, Shri Hansraj Gangaram Ahir in a written
reply to question in the Lok Sabha today.
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Read this release in: Urdu
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Border fencing
Ministry of Home Affairs

Border fencing

Posted On: 06 FEB 2018 4:38PM by PIB Delhi

All feasible stretches along International borders with Pakistan and Bangladesh have been
approved for erection of barbed wire fence. In addition, a stretch of 10 km has also been approved
for erection of fence on border with Myanmar.

 The area of responsibility of 382 BOPs located along Indo-Bangladesh Border and Indo-Pakistan
Border have been assessed as vulnerable on the basis of incidents of crimes related to cattle
smuggling, phensedyl smuggling, FICN smuggling, illegal migration and attacks on BSF personnel
by miscreants.

  The Government has adopted a multi-pronged approach for security arrangements at the Indo-
Pakistan Border (IPB) and Indo-Bangladesh Border (IBB).  The arrangements include deployment
of Border Security Force (BSF), construction of border fence, construction of border roads,
installation of floodlights, construction of border out posts (BOPs), introduction of Hi-Tech
surveillance equipments, providing weapons and Specialised Vehicles to Security Forces, etc.

  The total sanctioned length of fence along Indo-Bangladesh border is 3326 Km out of which
2746.44 Km has been completed and the balance ‘ongoing’ work on encumbrance free stretches
of land is targeted for completion by March, 2019.

This was stated by the Minister of State for Home Affairs, Shri Kiren Rijuju in a written reply to
question in the Lok Sabha today.
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Policy towards surrendered insurgents
Ministry of Home Affairs

Policy towards surrendered insurgents

Posted On: 07 FEB 2018 4:46PM by PIB Delhi

The Government of India has been implementing a Scheme for Surrender-cum-
Rehabilitation of Militants in the North-East. The objective of the Scheme is to wean away
the misguided youth who have strayed into the fold of militancy and bring them to the
mainstream. Surrenderees are paid monthly stipend not exceeding Rs. 3,500/- p.m., for a
period not more than 36 months  and an  immediate  grant of Rs. 1.5 lakh is kept in a bank
in the name of each surrenderee as fixed deposit for a period of 3 years.  They are also
given incentive for surrendered arms/weapons.  

In 2012, a special scheme for Government of Manipur was formulated to encourage
militants to surrender and join mainstream.  The scheme was effective from 01.12.2012 for
3 years and lapsed on 30.11.2015.  The special features of this scheme were :-

i.     An immediate grant of Rs.2.50 lakh to be kept in a bank in the name of surrenderee
as fixed deposit for a period of three years.

ii.    Monthly stipend of Rs.4000/- p.m. for a maximum period of 36 months.

The Surrender Scheme has been modified to be more effective and will be effective from 1st

April, 2018. According to the revised scheme, the surrenderees will be paid monthly stipend
not exceeding Rs. 6,000/- p.m., for a period of 36 months and an immediate grant of Rs. 4
lakhs will be kept in a bank, in the name of each surrenderee as fixed deposit for a period of 3
years.  Incentive for surrendered weapons has also been revised.

This was stated by the Minister of State for Home Affairs, Shri Kiren Rijiju in a written reply to
a question in the Rajya Sabha today.
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Hate speech and the role of social media

Conversations on the internet, particularly social media, are often a reflection of the conversations
that one has offline. However, online conversations come with the advantage of not being
restricted to a small group of people physically present around you.

The barriers of geography and time do not exist online, since anyone can join in an online
conversation at any time.

With more and more people joining social media around the world, social media platforms, too, are
using these conversations to offer clients services or to even assess socio-behavioural patterns in
an effort to keep their users engaged and active on their respective platforms.

Social media algorithms, today, work in a way where one usually sees the kind of posts one likes
or is aligned with, making the range of conversations narrower and, often, their excessive
consumption dangerous.

So what is the role of social media when it comes to hate speech?

India, with around 30% internet penetration (World Bank, 2016), already has more than 241 million
users of Facebook alone (The Next Web Report, 2017).

At least 136 million Indians are active social media users (Yral Report, 2016), across platforms.

Further, when talking about social media, we cannot ignore the penetration of WhatsApp, which
has reached more than 200 million users in India (Mashable, 2017). This means 200 million users
in India are exchanging messages on a daily basis in real time. Thus, as one of the most popular
channels of communications today, social media plays a significant role in both fighting hate
speech and magnifying it. It is, in fact, a tool as powerful as the television with its audio-visual
advantages.

In 2013, an article in the Hindustan Times cited professor Badri Narayan from the GB Pant Social
Science Institute in Allahabad as saying, “From word of mouth, communal polarization is now
moving online. This is a dangerous trend since the internet is very potent.”

It’s 2018 now, and in these five years, we’ve seen social media being used as a popular tool to
disseminate hate speech, especially hate speech based on religion. It is also used by nefarious
elements for propaganda-based hate messaging, in a manner whereby it often becomes viral,
making it difficult to identify the source and hold the user responsible.

In 2015, a report by the Pew Research Centre on global restrictions on religion, The Social
Hostilities Index, ranked India fourth with an index value of 8.7 out of 10, after Syria, Nigeria and
Iraq.

The Social Hostilities Index looks at 13 indicators—which include crimes motivated by religious
hatred, mob violence related to religion, communal violence, religion-related terrorist groups, the
harassment of women for “violating” religious dress codes and proselytizing—to measure
hostilities around the issue of religion.

This trend is not unique to India. It is visible in various other countries as well. South Asian
countries such as Pakistan and Bangladesh, too, have seen freedom of expression being curbed
by not just the state but also by extremist groups who claim to be protecting their country, their
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religion or their communities.

Let’s take a comparatively less contentious example of recent hate speeches that have gone viral
on social media. In the last couple of months, Bollywood artistes Deepika Padukone, Ranveer
Singh and Sanjay Leela Bhansali have been at the receiving end of extreme hate and threatening
messages over a film because a group of people who had not even watched it assumed that the
film hurts their sentiments.

These incidents confirm that social media plays a critical role in creating and spreading hate
speech, and has been used numerous times for promoting communal and religious hate speech
with a clear agenda of provoking violence.

Online and offline hate speech are mutually reinforcing. Though the state and even social media
platforms have frameworks to regulate hate speech, they will serve little purpose unless they wake
up people’s conscience.

Though the latter is a longer process, internet and social media blackouts cannot be a knee-jerk
reaction to incidents of unrest or violence.

To truly prevent incidents of hate speech online, there is a need for a massive campaign that
sensitizes people towards media consumption and helps them differentiate between free speech
and hate speech. It is the responsibility of you and me, and each one of us who uses the internet,
to produce or consume content as conscientious citizens and not merely as blindfolded
consumers.

Osama Manzar is founder-director of Digital Empowerment Foundation and chair of Manthan and
mBillionth awards. He is member, advisory board, at Alliance for Affordable Internet and has co-
authored NetCh@kra–15 Years of Internet in India and Internet Economy of India. He tweets
@osamamanzar.
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‘It’s worse than 1971’: border villages stunned by intense ‘enemy fire’

Pockmarked by shrapnel:The wall of a village on the border at Suchetgarh.Sushil Kumar Verma  

Cross-border hostility, which residents of villages along the India-Pakistan International Border
have been facing since Partition, is now “worse than it was during the 1971 War”.

Residents of adjacent villages at Suchetgarh and near similar settlements at the villages of Badri
Gulabgarh, Avdal, Kapoorpur and Kushalpur — located 11 km from Sialkot and 141 km from
Lahore — say they have become “new targets”. Villagers living in the villages of Samka and
Shahbad Tankan Wali, which lie 5 km from Suchetgarh, say they increasingly find themselves in
the crosshairs “like never before”.

The mostly agrarian population of around a dozen such villages 30 km from Jammu is, admittedly,
used to routine evacuations followed by a few days of a nomadic existence or community camping
before a return to “normalcy”. But the intensity, frequency and unpredictability of “enemy fire” on
their homes, livestock and fields have spiralled since August 2017, they say.

Shell-shocked

“In 1971, there were just two shells that were dropped here. Since last August, there have been
250-300 artillery shells that have been used to target 170 families — every house has been
shelled. Even if there is a knock on the door of a house, children ask if that was the sound of firing
from across [the border],” says Swarn Singh, a retired Army man, now the sarpanch of Shahbad
Tankan Wali.

With open defecation still practised by some residents, it’s another avenue for danger for men and
women in this village where the space between adjacent bomb shelters serves as a cricket pitch
for children. Beena Devi, a resident, says while most homes have toilets in the courtyard and only
a handful of residents need to go to adjacent fields, both were risks these days.

“There was heavy shelling on January 24 which began at 9 p.m. as soon as I made my first roti ka
peda (ball of dough). We had to sleep without dinner because the shelling was continuous. One of
the shells exploded through the roof of our bathroom. That is why we, both men and women,
choose not even to pass urine during firing, whether we have toilets or go in the fields,” she said.

Most walls have shrapnel marks. Pakistani flags hoisted on look-out posts are visible in the
distance.

Things are a far cry from the ceasefire of November 2003, and have deteriorated immensely since
last August, says Sarika Sona. “ Ab Pakistan ka koi bharosa nahin [We can’t trust Pakistan at all
these days]. I got married and came to this village in 2004. The first time I witnessed shelling was
in 2006. Alerts from the Army to evacuate our village and shift to camps were more accurate back
then, which has not been the case since August,” she said.

On January 18, for instance, Ms. Sona said, “There was no alert about possible shelling. Artillery
shelling began at 6 p.m. and continued till early in the morning. Our house was among the ones
hit. Everything made of glass, from our windows to cutlery, was broken. A portion of the concrete
railing on our terrace was also hit,” she adds.

“This is the first time that shelling has taken place as much as 3-4 km towards Nawanshahr on our
side and targeted all the villages from Suchetgarh to Kushalpur,” says Balwinder Singh, a resident
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of the latter.

Mood swings

“It depends on their mood: the time of day, the number of shells, everything. Sometimes, there are
inputs asking us to evacuate, leaving all these villages abandoned for days, sometimes there
aren’t. At least they were nice enough to let us live in peace after the 24th of January, in the run-
up to Republic Day, when they decided to shift their guns towards Rajouri.”

Mr. Balwinder points to a Pakistani flag fluttering in the distance beyond a fenced field adjacent the
Border Security Force (BSF) camp, denoting the Suchetgarh border, indicating their proximity to
hostility.

Devender Singh, a resident of Suchetgarh village, was tending to a buffalo calf which cried out in
pain after sustaining shrapnel injuries, when another 81mm artillery shell landed in his courtyard
on January 19. He had to rush to the Jammu Medical College for treatment.

Mr. Devender returned home with his broken right arm in a plaster cast after his acquaintancese
assured him the “action” seemed to have shifted. Two days of peace on January 25 and 25 were
followed, however, by the attack on an Army installation in Rajouri, which claimed the lives of four
Indian Army personnel.
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India, Oman agree to isolate sponsors of terror

India and Oman have agreed to isolate the sponsors of international terrorism, the External Affairs
Ministry said here on Monday.

The declaration on battling terrorism came at the end of Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s visit to
the country during which both sides acknowledged that there was an “inter-linkage” between the
stability of the Gulf region and the Indian subcontinent.

“The two sides also emphasised the need to isolate the sponsors and supporters of terrorism and
agreed that the international community should take urgent action against all such entities, which
support terrorism and use it as an instrument of policy,” a joint statement issued at the end of Mr.
Modi’s visit declared.

The visit to the strategically located country is of special significance as the monarchy, led by
Sultan Qaboos bin Said for more than four decades, is soon likely to undergo a phase of
succession.

Indian officials last week thanked Oman for providing refuelling facilities to Indian ships and
aircraft.

The delegations declared that both sides recognise “the close inter-linkage of the stability and
security of the Gulf region with the Indian subcontinent”. Mr. Modi appreciated Oman’s help in
dealing with “specific” security challenges, the joint statement mentioned.

Prime Minister Modi arrived in Oman on Sunday after visiting Jordan, Palestine and the UAE. He
addressed a gathering of Indian workers and professionals during his stay in Muscat.

Military cooperation

Mr. Modi thanked Sultan Qaboos for “exceptional warmth” and said, “My visit to Oman (is) one of
the most memorable visits I have undertaken anywhere.”

On military cooperation, the joint statement said: “The Indian side thanked Omani side for
facilitating operational visits by Indian Naval ships and aircraft as well as Indian Air Force aircraft
to various Omani ports and airports. The Omani side expressed appreciation of the training
facilities provided to the Omani Royal Armed Forces personnel by India.”

Strategic oil reserve

Mr. Modi also informed Oman’s ruler about the strategic oil reserve that India plans to build and
invited Oman to participate in the project.

The Omani side briefed India about its own strategic oil reserve project in Ras Markaz near the
port of Duqm.

A total of eight MoUs were signed on health, legal cooperation, tourism and military cooperation.
Oman also expressed that it would like its scientists to be trained in Indian space research
facilities.
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Pak. order targets LeT, Taliban

Pakistan President Mamnoon Hussain has signed an ordinance aimed at reigning in organisations
like Lashkar-e-Taiba, al-Qaeda and Taliban, which have been banned by the UN Security Council,
a media report said on Monday.

The ordinance amends a section of the Anti-Terrorism Act, enabling the authorities to take action
against UNSC-proscribed individuals and terror outfits, like sealing their offices and freezing their
bank accounts, The Express Tribune reported.

Sources in the National Counter Terrorism Authority (NACTA) confirmed the new move, saying
that the ministries of Interior, Finance and Foreign Affairs as well as NACTA’s Counter Financing
of Terrorism wing are working together on the matter.
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States should focus on cybersecurity: Minister

Ravi Shankar Prasad  

IT Minister Ravi Shankar Prasad on Tuesday asked States to focus on strengthening the
cybersecurity ecosystem to push adoption of digital services in the country, a senior official said.

The Minister met IT ministers and secretaries from almost all States during a two-day conference
to discuss the roadmap on making India a trillion-dollar digital economy by 2025.

“The Minister requested every State to continuously monitor the traffic of websites and set up
cybersecurity centres,” an official who attended the meeting told The Hindu .

Sensitive centres

“It was also discussed that there should also be audit from time to time of sensitive centres such
as nuclear power stations, financial hubs and IT hubs,” another source said. The Centre will send
officials for such audits.

According to the source, Mr. Prasad was informed that financial institutions and the government
were the targets for nearly 40% cyber attacks, including phishing, denial of services attacks and
ransomware.

In addition, Mr. Prasad, who is also the Law Minister, asked the States to ensure that no one was
denied any benefits for not having an Aadhaar card.
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‘Pak.-backed militants to continue attacks in India’

Dan Coats  

Pakistan-supported terrorist groups would continue to carry out attacks inside India, America’s
intelligence chief has warned, amid a spike in terror attacks in Jammu and Kashmir.

Director of National Intelligence Dan Coats’ remarks came days after a group of Pakistan-based
Jaish-e-Mohammad terrorists struck the Sunjuwan Military Camp in Jammu, killing seven people,
including six soldiers.

Pakistan, in fact, will continue to threaten U.S. interests by deploying new nuclear weapons
capabilities, maintaining its ties to militants, restricting counter-terrorism cooperation, and drawing
closer to China, Mr. Coats said in his testimony before the Senate Select Committee on
Intelligence.

Safe havens

“Militant groups supported by Islamabad will continue to take advantage of their safe haven in
Pakistan to conduct attacks in India and Afghanistan, including against U.S. interests,” Mr. Coats
said during the hearing on ‘Worldwide Threat Assessment’ of the U.S. intelligence community.

He said Pakistan’s perception of its eroding position relative to India, reinforced by endemic
economic weakness and domestic security issues, almost certainly will exacerbate fears of
isolation and drive Islamabad’s pursuit of actions that run counter to U.S. goals for the region.

“Ongoing Pakistani military operations against the Taliban and associated groups probably reflect
the desire to appear more proactive and responsive to our requests for more actions against these
groups.”
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Mind the perimeter: On J&K terror attacks

The number of casualties in the terror attack on the Sunjuwan Army base in Jammu has risen to
seven after clearing operations. The garrison of the 36 Brigade of Jammu and Kashmir Light
Infantry was attacked last Saturday by a small group of heavily armed terrorists that managed to
enter the residential quarters of soldiers. While three terrorists were killed, six soldiers and a
civilian lost their lives. Many more sustained injuries. This is the latest in a series of attacks on
military installations over the last few years. The worrisome aspect is the repeated success of
terrorists in infiltrating high-security military complexes. As in every case, the Army will conduct a
court of inquiry into the incident to identify lapses. However, the Sunjuwan attack exposes the
vulnerabilities in perimeter security and the scant progress made in improving the security protocol
since the attack on the Pathankot Air Force station in January 2016. Since then, there have been
major attacks in Uri, Handwara, Nagrota and Panzgam, with significant casualties. In the aftermath
of Pathankot, a committee headed by a former Army vice chief, Lt General Philip Campose,
undertook a security audit of all military bases across the country. It identified sensitive
installations and recommended measures to fortify them. In addition, in July 2017 the government
delegated substantial financial powers to the three services to strengthen perimeter security at
military installations. The Sunjuwan attack underscores the need for speedy measures on the
ground, beyond the inquiries and policy announcements, to overhaul the system.

Jammu Army camp attackers crossed LoC in August 2017: Centre

As the terror attack in Jammu was under way, the Defence Ministry sanctioned 1,487 crore to
strengthen sensitive military installations across the country as per the recommendations of a
2016 audit. Defence Minister Nirmala Sitharaman has also directed the Army to complete its
implementation by the end of the year. This impetus is welcome, but the implementation must be
broad-based, and go beyond ad hoc measures. It must be borne in mind that a successful attack
does not necessarily mean that the soldier on the ground is lax in performing his duties. Many
bases along the border are located in tough terrain, and are in close proximity to civilian dwellings,
demanding care from the soldier to avoid civilian casualties in crossfire while adhering to the
standard operating procedures. For a country that takes pride in its modern, technologically
advanced military, India still relies heavily on putting more boots on the ground and on the calibre
of the soldier. It is time the Defence Ministry adopted a holistic approach, making sure that the
soldier is fully backed by technology and calibrated security drills. Preventing terrorists from
scoring a strike is the best defence.

Receive the best of The Hindu delivered to your inbox everyday!

Please enter a valid email address.

The draft of Assam’s National Register of Citizens is a first step, but it opens up concerns
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Students from Jammu & Kashmir Visit Delhi as Part of Army’s Outreach Programme
Ministry of Defence

Students from Jammu & Kashmir Visit Delhi as Part of
Army’s Outreach Programme

Posted On: 16 FEB 2018 6:01PM by PIB Delhi

As part of the Indian Army’s ongoing outreach programme to foster the spirit of National
Integration across the entire swathe of the country, a tour comprising of 13 students, accompanied
by two male teachers from Rajouri, J&K is being organised from 11 to 21 February 18. These
National Integration Tours are educational and motivational tours for youth of J&K and North
Eastern States, with an aim to provide an insight into the rich heritage of the country as well as
various developmental and industry initiatives that are underway. This initiative will expose them to
various career options and enable them to interact with renowned personalities.

The tour was flagged off from Rajouri, J&K on 11 February 18 and during the course of the tour,
participants have visited various cultural and historical places in Chandigarh and Delhi and would
be further visiting places in Dehradun, Haridwar and Jammu. The participants interacted with
General Bipin Rawat on 16 February 18. The General shared his experiences while serving in
these areas with the students and motivated them to work hard and contribute actively in the
Nation Building process. He also exhorted them to join the Indian Armed Forces and serve the
cause of the Nation.

***

 

Manoj Tuli

APRO (Army)

(Release ID: 1520784) Visitor Counter : 0
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Seriously, NIA?

It is a decade since the National Investigation Agency (NIA) was set up in response to an
outrageous act of terrorism in India — the sea-borne attack which struck at the heart of Mumbai.
There was a perceived need for a sophisticated central agency which could connect the dots
between the information silos of the numerous state and central agencies, and deliver a unified
response to the threat of terror.

The mission objectives of the NIA are sharply chiseled in its citizen charter: “In-depth professional
investigation of scheduled offences using the latest scientific methods of investigation…
Developing a professional work force through regular training and exposure to the best practices
and procedures… Displaying scientific temper and progressive spirit while discharging the duties
assigned.”

But 10 years after its ambitious beginning, the NIA is prosecuting a free-lance photojournalist for
suspected involvement in stone-pelting, and the flimsy linchpin of its argument is that Kamran
Yusuf is insufficiently journalistic. Authentic journalists apparently engage in “nation-building” and
their “moral duty” is apparently to cover developmental activities and the inauguration of roads,
bridges and hospitals, and other sundry triumphs of the ruling party — according to the NIA. A cub
reporter who harboured such a primitive idea of the profession would be very quickly shown the
door, and not very politely, either. Yet, this is the basis of a case on which the right to liberty of a
citizen of India depends.

The NIA’s citizen charter commits it to the protection of human rights and the dignity of the
individual. Unfortunately, in the matter of Kamran Yusuf, the agency is found to be unable to
preserve even its own dignity. The argument that the photographer’s archive contains mostly
images of what the government terms “anti-national” activities, and very little public relations on
behalf of the state, is either irrelevant or may even suggest good journalism. With such
callousness, the NIA could go the way of the CBI, which gained notoriety for bungled
investigations and hopeless paperwork, whether in prosecutions or in seeking extradition.

The mandate that the NIA was launched with remains critically important — India needs a hub for
processing and sharing information across agencies efficiently, and to develop an intelligent
national response to terrorism. To perform its role, however, the NIA must display more efficiency
and intelligence than it has done in making its case against Kamran Yusuf.
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Cabinet committee clears several rail, road projects

The government on Tuesday approved several railway projects, including a 130 km-long Jeypore-
Malkangiri project at a cost of Rs. 2,676 crore and another 425 km-long Jhansi-Manikpur and
Bhimsen-Khairar line doubling-cum-electrification projects costing Rs. 4,956 crore.

The Jeypore-Malkangiri new line project, likely to be completed by 2021-22, will cover the left wing
extremism (LWE) affected districts of Koraput and Malkangiri of Odisha, an official statement said.

Leg-up for Malkangiri

At present, Malkangiri has no rail connectivity. The new line will provide infrastructure support for
overall development and help combat left wing extremism, the statement said.

The Jhansi-Manikpur and Bhimsen-Khairar projects are likely to be completed by 2022-23. The
projects will cover the districts of Jhansi, Mahoba, Banda, Chitrakut Dham in Uttar Pradesh and
Chhatarpur in Madhya Pradesh.

The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA) also approved 116.95 km-long Bhatni-
Aurnihar line doubling-cum-electrification at a cost of Rs. 1,300.9 crore. Likely to be completed by
2021-22, it will cover the districts of Deoria, Ballia, Mau and Ghazipur in Uttar Pradesh.

The CCEA also gave its approval to the construction of 4.5 km-long two-lane bi-directional
Silkyara Bend-Barkot Tunnel as part of ‘Chardham Mahamarg Pariyojana’. The construction
period of the project is four years.
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‘China holding talks with Baloch militants’

China has been quietly holding talks with Baloch militants in Pakistan’s Baluchistan Province for
over five years to protect its $60 billion China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) initiative,
according to a media report.

“China had been in direct contact with militants in the southwestern province, where many of the
scheme’s most important projects are located,” three officials were quoted as saying by The
Financial Times .

For more than half a century, Beijing has maintained a policy of non-interference in the domestic
politics of other countries. But that has been tested by its desire to protect the billions of dollars it
is investing around the world under its ‘Belt and Road Initiative’.

“China’s willingness to get involved in Pakistani politics has fuelled concerns in New Delhi, which
is worried about China’s growing political influence in neighbouring countries, including Nepal,
Myanmar and Sri Lanka,” the report said.

Pak. welcomes move

Pakistani officials have welcomed the talks between Baloch rebels and Chinese envoys, even if
they do not know the details of what has been discussed. “Ultimately, if there’s peace in
Balochistan, that will benefit both of us,” the paper quoted a Pakistani official as saying.

Another said the recent decision by the U.S. to suspend security assistance to Pakistan had
convinced many in Islamabad that Beijing was a more genuine partner.

One tribal leader said that many young men had been persuaded to lay down their weapons by
the promise of financial benefits. “Today, young men are not getting attracted to join the insurgents
as they did some 10 years ago,” he said. “Many people see prosperity” as a result of the China-
Pakistan corridor, he said.
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The backfire effect and the menace of fake news

If you are active online, you will, at some time or the other, have been drawn into an argument you
found yourself simply incapable of winning. Chances are the issues at stake involved facts that
should never have been up for debate in the first place. And yet it is precisely these sorts of
issues—which involve what has collectively begun to be called fake news—that are a lightning rod
for online discussion.

There have been efforts to come up with a regulatory solution to mitigate the impact of fake news
on our social and political discourse. Many have called for the tech companies most closely
identified with facilitating its proliferation to be held accountable. Armies of fact-checkers have
come into existence—people whose sole job it is to confirm whether or not what is being reported
is true.

And yet it feels like civilized debate is well and truly dead.

One of the reasons why it’s so hard to win an argument online is because of the “backfire
effect”—a particular type of cognitive bias that makes us all, even in the face of clearly
documented evidence, double down on our beliefs, refusing to change our views despite being
provided persuasive evidence to the contrary.

One of the best documented examples of this effect came from a study of anti-vaxxers (parents
opposed to the practice of vaccinating their children) who, when presented with documented
evidence of how no harm could come from it, somehow became less inclined to vaccinate.

Social media seems to exacerbate the backfire effect.

Every time we get into an argument online, the facts we present in support of our position seem,
paradoxically, to strengthen the hand of our opponents. They frustratingly cherry-pick those parts
of our statements that suit them best and use it to their advantage, in the process turning our own
arguments against us without appreciating the merits of our propositions taken as a whole. And as
the fervour of their beliefs clashes with our own convictions, we too double down, refusing to give
up—in the process pushing each other further and further apart.

The trouble is that we instinctively think that we can change the minds of those who disagree with
us, by presenting them with facts that disprove their stated position. We do this assuming that
facts inform beliefs, which in turn influence the shared values that lead to the formalization of
regional cultural factors that ultimately exert a normative influence on what we do.

As a matter of fact, it works in the exact opposite direction. Our determination of what we should or
should not do tends to be based on our regional cultural norms. It is this that informs our values
that in turn determines the beliefs that we hold true.

If in the middle of an argument, these beliefs are threatened, we try and find ways to support our
beliefs, protecting and justifying them by selectively picking from the facts that have been ranged
against us, those that most substantially support our beliefs.

This is why it is so hard to change the minds of those we engage with online. When we argue
against them we are attacking the beliefs that are central to their particular regional cultural norms.
They are hard-wired to protect these beliefs by attacking the facts that challenge them and, as a
result, our fact-based arguments are turned against us with seemingly counter-intuitive logic.
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Once you understand exactly how it works, “backfire” is easy to weaponize.

If news can be presented in such a manner that it taps into specific regional cultural norms, it can
be made to strike a deep chord in those who subscribe to particular beliefs. It matters not a whit if
that news is true or not. As long as it supports a normative belief, the confirmation bias that
accompanies the backfire effect will elevate it to the level of an unassailable fact.

Fake news operates at the confluence of precisely engineered information delivered through finely
targeted online advertisement. It is strategically aimed at a carefully selected cross-section of
people so that when it is presented to them in this manner, the information taps directly into the
unique regional and cultural beliefs of its intended audience. Packaged like this, it is impossible to
challenge.

Almost everyone involved in the most recent US national election was caught off-guard by the
effectiveness of fake news. Since they didn’t understand what it was that they were up against,
they tried to use truth to fight weaponized facts.

When nothing they did made any difference to the what people were thinking, they couldn’t
understand how their counter-attacks based on verified facts were being turned against them. By
the time they realized what was happening, it was too late.

There is no easy legislative or regulatory solution to the problem of fake news. The only effective
remedy is to engage with it at a subliminal level, presenting those who are easily swayed by
“alternative facts” with counter-factuals that engage them at the normative level.

As we enter election mode in India it is likely that we will, in this election cycle, be faced with a
similar barrage of fake news—statements that will be immune to reason.

We’d do well to recognize the impact that the backfire effect is having on our own political views
and opinions and, hopefully, will be able to ignore it so that we can engage in constructive debate
regardless of the alternative facts that are thrown at us.

Rahul Matthan is a partner at Trilegal. Ex Machina is a column on technology, law and everything
in between. His Twitter handle is @matthan.

Comments are welcome at views@livemint.com
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The social media threat to society and security

Munich: The current moment in world history is a painful one. Open societies are in crisis, and
various forms of dictatorships and mafia states, exemplified by Vladimir Putin’s Russia, are on the
rise. In the United States, President Donald Trump would like to establish his own mafia-style state
but cannot, because the Constitution, other institutions, and a vibrant civil society won’t allow it.

Not only is the survival of open society in question; the survival of our entire civilization is at stake.
The rise of leaders such as Kim Jong-un in North Korea and Trump in the US have much to do
with this. Both seem willing to risk a nuclear war in order to keep themselves in power. But the root
cause goes even deeper. Mankind’s ability to harness the forces of nature, both for constructive
and destructive purposes, continues to grow, while our ability to govern ourselves properly
fluctuates, and is now at a low ebb.

The rise and monopolistic behaviour of the giant American Internet platform companies is
contributing mightily to the US government’s impotence. These companies have often played an
innovative and liberating role. But as Facebook and Google have grown ever more powerful, they
have become obstacles to innovation, and have caused a variety of problems of which we are only
now beginning to become aware.

Companies earn their profits by exploiting their environment. Mining and oil companies exploit the
physical environment; social media companies exploit the social environment. This is particularly
nefarious, because these companies influence how people think and behave without them even
being aware of it. This interferes with the functioning of democracy and the integrity of elections.

Because Internet platform companies are networks, they enjoy rising marginal returns, which
accounts for their phenomenal growth. The network effect is truly unprecedented and
transformative, but it is also unsustainable. It took Facebook eight and a half years to reach a
billion users, and half that time to reach the second billion. At this rate, Facebook will run out of
people to convert in less than three years.

Facebook and Google effectively control over half of all digital advertising revenue. To maintain
their dominance, they need to expand their networks and increase their share of users’ attention.
Currently they do this by providing users with a convenient platform. The more time users spend
on the platform, the more valuable they become to the companies.

Moreover, because content providers cannot avoid using the platforms and must accept whatever
terms they are offered, they, too, contribute to the profits of social media companies. Indeed, the
exceptional profitability of these companies is largely a function of their avoiding
responsibility—and payment—for the content on their platforms.

The companies claim that they are merely distributing information. But the fact that they are near-
monopoly distributors makes them public utilities and should subject them to more stringent
regulation, aimed at preserving competition, innovation, and fair and open access.

Social media companies’ true customers are their advertisers. But a new business model is
gradually emerging, based not only on advertising but also on selling products and services
directly to users. They exploit the data they control, bundle the services they offer, and use
discriminatory pricing to keep more of the benefits that they would otherwise have to share with
consumers. This enhances their profitability even further, but the bundling of services and
discriminatory pricing undermine the efficiency of the market economy.
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Social media companies deceive their users by manipulating their attention, directing it toward
their own commercial purposes, and deliberately engineering addiction to the services they
provide. This can be very harmful, particularly for adolescents.

There is a similarity between Internet platforms and gambling companies. Casinos have
developed techniques to hook customers to the point that they gamble away all of their money,
even money they don’t have.

Something similar—and potentially irreversible—is happening to human attention in our digital
age. This is not a matter of mere distraction or addiction; social media companies are actually
inducing people to surrender their autonomy. And this power to shape people’s attention is
increasingly concentrated in the hands of a few companies.

It takes significant effort to assert and defend what John Stuart Mill called the freedom of mind.
Once lost, those who grow up in the digital age may have difficulty regaining it.

This would have far-reaching political consequences. People without the freedom of mind can be
easily manipulated. This danger does not loom only in the future; it already played an important
role in the 2016 US presidential election.

There is an even more alarming prospect on the horizon: an alliance between authoritarian states
and large, data-rich IT monopolies, bringing together nascent systems of corporate surveillance
with already-developed systems of state-sponsored surveillance. This may well result in a web of
totalitarian control the likes of which not even George Orwell could have imagined.

The countries in which such unholy marriages are likely to occur first are Russia and China.
Chinese IT companies in particular are fully equal to the US platforms. They also enjoy the full
support and protection of President Xi Jinping’s regime. China’s government is strong enough to
protect its national champions, at least within its borders.

US-based IT monopolies are already tempted to compromise themselves in order to gain entrance
to these vast and fast-growing markets. These countries’ dictatorial leaders may be only too happy
to collaborate with them, in the interest of improving their methods of control over their own
populations and expanding their power and influence in the United States and the rest of the
world.

There is also a growing recognition of a connection between the dominance of the platform
monopolies and rising inequality. The concentration of share ownership in the hands of a few
individuals plays some role, but the peculiar position occupied by the IT giants is even more
important. They have achieved monopoly power while also competing against one another. Only
they are big enough to swallow start-ups that could develop into competitors, and only they have
the resources to invade one another’s territory.

The owners of the platform giants consider themselves the masters of the universe. In fact, they
are slaves to preserving their dominant position. They are engaged in an existential struggle to
dominate the new growth areas that artificial intelligence is opening up, like driverless cars.

The impact of such innovations on unemployment depends on government policies. The European
Union, and particularly the Nordic countries, are much more farsighted than the United States in
their social policies. They protect the workers, not the jobs. They are willing to pay for retraining or
retiring displaced workers. This gives workers in Nordic countries a greater sense of security and
makes them more supportive of technological innovations than workers in the US.
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The Internet monopolies have neither the will nor the inclination to protect society against the
consequences of their actions. That turns them into a public menace, and it is the regulatory
authorities’ responsibility to protect society against them. In the US, regulators are not strong
enough to stand up to the monopolies’ political influence. The EU is better positioned, because it
doesn’t have any platform giants of its own.

The EU uses a different definition of monopoly power from the US. Whereas US law enforcement
focuses primarily on monopolies created by acquisition, EU law prohibits the abuse of monopoly
power regardless of how it is achieved. Europe has much stronger privacy and data protection
laws than America.

Moreover, US law has adopted a strange doctrine that measures harm as an increase in the price
paid by customers for services received. But that is almost impossible to prove, given that most
giant Internet platforms provide a majority of their services for free. Moreover, the doctrine leaves
out of consideration the valuable data that platform companies collect from their users.

The EU Commissioner for Competition Margrethe Vestager is the champion of the European
approach. It took the EU seven years to build a case against Google. But, as a result of its
success, the process of instituting adequate regulation has been greatly accelerated. Moreover,
thanks to Vestager’s efforts, the European approach has begun to affect attitudes in the US.

It is only a matter of time before the global dominance of the US Internet companies is broken.
Regulation and taxation, spearheaded by Vestager, will be their undoing. © Project Syndicate
2018

George Soros, chairman of Soros Fund Management and of the Open Society Foundations, is the
author of The Tragedy of the European Union: Disintegration or Revival?
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Pakistani action on terrorists superficial: U.S.

The Donald Trump administration is not satisfied with the measures taken by Pakistan in recent
months to crack down on terrorist groups, a senior U.S. official has said. “So far, these steps have
been reversible, superficial, and steps that we have actually seen them take in the past, in periods
of high pressure,” the official told The Hindu .

The official said the U.S. was concerned about tensions between India and Pakistan, “two nuclear
armed states”, but added the onus was on Pakistan to create conditions conducive for talks and
improvement in relations.

FATF plenary

The official said the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) plenary in Paris was yet to take a decision
on action against Islamabad on the question of terrorism financing. “My understanding is that the
FATF discussions are ongoing, FATF is aimed at ensuring that the countries are implementing the
statutes and the laws that are necessary to counter terrorist financing, money laundering and
those sort of things...,” the official said, refusing to elaborate more, since the meetings were still
on.

The Trump administration has zero tolerance towards terrorism and terrorist sanctuaries inside
Pakistan, said the official. “President Trump has been clear that we need to see decisive action,
not superficial action and half measures... but decisive action against terrorist militants in
Pakistan.”

The official said the U.S. had been “very clear with Pakistan about our expectations”. “We have
been very specific and detailed in what we expect Pakistan to do. So I think Pakistan understands
what we are looking for. Unfortunately, we have not seen the strategic shift in behaviour that we
are seeking... What we have seen is that they definitely want to be seen as taking action... Which
is good... They are not completely thumping their nose at the U.S... They are taking steps, and
they want to be seen as responsive.”

However, the U.S. has not seen “that determination, in really going after terrorist leaders that
operate freely on their territory”, the official said.

Potential attacks

Asked about the current state of India-Pakistan relations and its impact on the U.S. policy for the
region, the official said: “We are concerned about the status of India-Pakistan relations. Two
nuclear armed states... we know there is potential for things to escalate very quickly, and we are
very concerned about terrorist groups that continue to function inside Pakistan, and have the
ability to conduct terrorist attacks inside India. But until Pakistan really demonstrates seriousness
in cracking down on LeT or Jaish-e-Mohammad, there is not going to be that conducive
atmosphere for any dialogue or talks to take place.”

The official noted that Prime Minister Narendra Modi had reached out and travelled to Pakistan in
2015. “…and six days later, you had the major attack on Pathankot. I think there is probably some
hesitation in India about reaching out and the potential impact or backlash to any effort to reach
out to Pakistan. Situation between Indian and Pakistan, it is really not moving forward, and I think
this is unfortunate,” said the official.

“Frankly, they are moving in the wrong direction. The release of Hafiz Saeed last November was a
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step in the wrong direction. We will continue to monitor the situation closely... you have
skirmishes, almost on a daily basis. (But) we don’t have any interest in trying to mediate the
dispute over Kashmir. That is something for the two sides to deal with.”
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Pak. to face monitoring by international review group

Pakistan, which has been put back on the “Grey List” for terror financing by the Financial Action
Task Force (FATF) Plenary on Friday, will, under a “Compliance Document,” now be required to
furnish a fresh report to the International Co-operation Review Group (ICRG). Accordingly, the
country will undergo a review at the next Plenary in June, when it would be presented a full action
plan on how it is expected to crack down on terror groups banned by the UN Security Council.

The move was pushed by four nominating countries, the U.S., the U.K., Germany and France. In
mid-January, they had written to the FATF stating that even though Pakistan had an anti-money
laundering/anti-terror funding regime in place, effectiveness of the implementation was
inadequate.

Some countries pointed out that Pakistan’s actions had only come because of recent FATF
pressure, and it would be counter-productive to let it off the hook just when the pressure was
producing results.

Meanwhile, a rally by LeT chief Hafiz Saeed, and the Khyber Pukhtunkhwa state’s decision to
raise funding for Haqqani group-linked seminaries over the week didn’t help Pakistan’s case, said
Western diplomats.

Earlier this week, Pakistan had claimed victory in the ongoing FATF meeting, as a preliminary
discussion in the ICRG failed to build a consensus on putting it again on the watch list, after China,
Turkey, Saudi Arabia and GCC countries objected to Pakistan’s nomination. However, U.S. and
Indian officials had called the claim “premature” and said a final decision was still to come.

Informed sources said that behind the scenes, the U.S. worked hard to bring Saudi Arabia around,
Germany worked on the GCC, while India was able to speak to Russia. According to the sources,
China may have been incentivised to help because it had become Vice-Chair of the FATF
committee, and would like to play a responsible role at the international grouping.

At the end of the Plenary session, when the FATF Chair asked, there were no objections to the
nomination of Pakistan, a move that could see it face financial strictures, and ratings downgrades
by international banking and credit rating agencies until Islamabad carries out a full crackdown on
terror groups. It was another tweet, this time from Pakistani Interior Minister Ahsan Iqbal who
thanked Turkey for “standing with Pakistan as one” and didn’t mention any others, that confirmed
the final outcome.
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Pakistan on terror watchlist

The move was pushed by four nominating countries: the United States, U.K., Germany and
France.

In mid-January, they had written to the FATF stating that even though Pakistan had an anti-money
laundering/anti-terror funding regime in place, effectiveness of the implementation was
inadequate.

Some countries said Pakistan’s actions only followed recent FATF pressu- re, and it would be
counter-productive to let it off the hook just when the pressure was producing results.

Meanwhile, a public rally by LeT chief Hafiz Saeed and the Khyber Pukhtunkhwa state’s decision
to raise funding for Haqqani group-linked seminaries over the week didn’t help Pakistan’s case,
said Western diplomats.
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Crime and prosperity

(Written by Kula Saikia)

Are development and crime twin sisters that grow and evolve together? According to NCRB data,
the figures for total crimes and crime rate in India for 2016 were 2.97 million and 379 crimes per
lakh population. Both these are higher than the corresponding figures for previous years. A
concerned citizen may want to know how the development process has impacted criminal
behaviour in our society. Most people agree that crime reduction and prevention has to be an
important goal of the state’s development agenda. It is expected that an upward shift in the quality
of life would create a general well-being and thereby, help reduce the rates and levels of crime.

The probable reason for such crime reduction has been sought in the rise in the opportunity cost
of committing crimes by economists like Gary Becker, who discussed criminal behaviour like any
other economic activity based on rational choice. This would mean that the criminal would base
his/her decision to commit a crime on a cost-benefit scale. The inverse relationship between crime
and development has been borne out by several studies. For example, the 2011 report of the
United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) found that the richer countries have far lower
rates of violent crime than the poorer countries.

A number of other studies have also arrived at similar conclusions. However, a macro look at
crime and its relation with development indices in the context of India reveals that both have been
co-evolving at the same pace. It appears that improvement in economic prosperity as measured
by the per capita net state domestic product (NSDP) has not resulted in the decline of crime rates
in the prosperous states. For example, the richer states like Haryana, Gujarat, Maharashtra,
Kerala and Karnataka had higher IPC crime rates, while the poorer states including UP, Bihar and
Odisha had lower crime rates than the all-India average in 2015.

Even a militancy-affected state like Assam has been no exception to this trend. Between 2004-05
and 2012-13, Assam witnessed a steady rise in per capita incomes. At the same time, crime rates
also showed a steady increase. At the district level, the more developed districts had higher crime
rates than the less developed districts during the corresponding time period. However, the general
expectation connects high crime rates to a low level of development since criminal activities
adversely influence the various parameters of economic growth. Not only does crime undermine
the rule of law, it erodes people’s faith in the security of private property, which is vital in a market
economy. Moreover, crime extracts a price from business enterprises. Rising crime rates give rise
to a feeling of insecurity, apprehension and fear. Evidence suggests that rise in crime discourages
both domestic and foreign private investment and even forces the flight of investible resources.
The increase in security-related expenses curtails profit margins, downgrading the
competitiveness of firms. One would, therefore, conclude that crime has a negative impact on
development.

The reverse, the impact of development on overall crime reduction, may not be that easy to
gauge. The rise in crime in prosperous states could be explained as the result of increased
reporting and registration of crimes. This is because overall development leads to progress in
other indicators like improvement in literacy, fall in school dropout rates, empowerment of marginal
groups, which encourages them to approach law enforcement agencies when necessary.

There is another possibility. The rise in economic activities could also open up more avenues for
crime, especially if the opportunity cost of crime falls in the absence of a concomitant improvement
in law enforcement strategies, logistics and other necessary infrastructure essential for the
delivery of justice. Thus, development planners must account for additional manpower and
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appropriate logistic support system if ordinary citizens are to enjoy the fruits of progress in a less-
crime environment.

(The writer is an officer of the rank of director general of police, in charge of law and order of
Assam)
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